
1
Which art movement was based on a manifesto by Andre Breton, and had Salvador Dali and Max 

Ernst as famous practitioners?
SURREALISM

2
According to the Bible, what was the name of Abraham's son, whom Abraham was about to sacrifice 

when God intervened and stopped him?
ISAAC

3 Which Arabic word meaning "struggle" is often used as a synonym for "holy war"? JIHAD

4

Which people was among the dominant peoples in Italy before the ascent of the Romans, and 

talked a non- or pre-Indo-European language that still hasn't been deciphered? Some of the kings of 

Rome were of this people.

ETRUSCANs

5
Which presidential monument in South Dakota, USA, was made by Gutzon Borglum and 400 

assistants and was completed on 31 October 1941?
MOUNT RUSHMORE

6 Which Russian jeweller made this "Easter egg"? Peter Carl FABERGÉ

7 In which Italian city was the Medici family extremely prominent in the Renaissance? FLORENCE

8 Of which state was Frederick the Great (1712–1786) king? PRUSSIA

9 In which city is the Hermitage Museum, founded in 1764? Saint PETERSBURG

10

What is the name of this about 70 m long embroidered cloth, which depicts the events surrounding 

the Norman conquest of England in a comic-book-like form?

BAYEUX tapestry

11 From which war does the expression "fifth column" originate? The SPANISH CIVIL WAR

12

What is the name of this female American soldier 

who became known in connection with the prisoner 

abuse of Abu Ghraib, especially for this pose, which 

became a sort of Internet phenomenon? 

Lynndie ENGLAND

13

What is the name of the town in North Ossetia where Secondary School Number 1 was besieged by 

mostly Chechen and Ingush terrorists in September 2004, leading to the death of at least 334 

hostages?

BESLAN

14
What was the name of the children's organization of the Soviet communist party? The children 

joined in elementary school and continued until adolescence, when many joined the Komsomol.
(Young) PIONEER organization

15
What was the name of the nymph who loved her own voice, and whose unhappy infatuation with 

Narcissus left her pining away until only her voice remained?
ECHO

16 Which German Chancellor had to resign in 1974 because of a spy scandal? Willy BRANDT

17 In Grant Wood's painting American Gothic , what does the man hold in his right hand? PITCHFORK
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18
What was Adolf Hitler's intended name for the renewed Berlin that would be built after Germany's 

planned victory in World War II? The city was to be given the title of Welthauptstadt  – World Capital.
GERMANIA

19
What was the name of the German-American female philosopher who wrote Origins of 

Totalitarianism  and the controversial Eichmann in Jerusalem ?
Hannah ARENDT

20
What was the name used for the region of today's Czech Republic which was inhabited mostly by 

ethnic Germans, giving Hitler a pretext to invade and annex the land in 1938?
SUDETENland

21

Who is depicted in this equestrian statue 

in Ulan Bator in Mongolia, the largest in 

the world? The small objects by the plinth 

are cars.

GENGHIS KHAN

22 The religion of Rastafarianism has taken its name from a former head of state – of which country? ETHIOPIA

23 In which country did Sirimavo Bandaranaike become the world's first female prime minister in 1960? accept CEYLON or SRI LANKA

24
For much of the first millennium CE, Goguryeo, Baekje and Silla formed what is now known as the 

Three Kingdoms of ... what country or region?
KOREA

25 Which civilization built the urban centres of Tikal and Uxmal? MAYA

26
Which four-letter name (given by NATO) was used for the Iraqi military's missiles of Soviet origin that 

caused the most casualties for the coalition forces during the 1991 Gulf War?
SCUD

27
In which building can you see Michelangelo's famous 

sculpture Pietà , which he made at the age of 24?
ST. PETER'S Basilica

28 Which printing method in art has a name from the Greek for "stone" and "write"? LITHOGRAPHY

29 In which religion do we hear about the Four Noble Truths? BUDDHISM

30
Which title is used for the heads of the Greek Orthodox Church, among them the one in 

Constantinople, who is seen as "first among equals"?
PATRIARCH

31 Who was buried in – in chronological order – Valladolid, Sevilla, Santo Domingo, Havana and Sevilla? Christopher COLUMBUS

32

Which philosopher has given his name to the law that "identical objects must share the same 

properties", or, put differently, that two or more objects are identical if and only if they share all 

properties?

Gottfried LEIBNIZ

33

Which girl's name in Norway, Japan, Finland, Estonia and Wales is also the name of a Finno-Ugric-

speaking people who have traditionally lived along the Volga and Kama rivers in Russia, as well as the 

name of an ancient city in Syria that flourished under the Amorites and was destroyed by Hammurabi 

around 1759 BCE?

MARI

34

From the first to fourth century CE, a mystery religion of Eastern origin was widespread in the Roman 

empire, especially among the military. What was the name of the eponymous central divine figure of 

this cult?

MITHRA or MITHRAS

35

The Chinese rebel leader Zhang Xianzhong, who lived from 1606 to 1647, was one of the most 

bloodthirsty in the history of the country. It is said he had so many people killed that the population of 

Sichuan – around 3 million in the late 1500s – fell below 18,000. By which nickname is this madman 

known?

The YELLOW TIGER



36

What is the name of this kind of funereal monument which was used by the early kings of Egypt, and 

which can be seen as a precursor of the pyramids?

MASTABA

37

What was the name of the Spanish painter who 

painted this? He lived from 1617 to 1682 and is 

best known for his religious works.

Bartolomé MURILLO

38

Here written in the Devanagari script, this is a mystical or sacred syllable in the Indian religions, 

including Hinduism, Sikhism, Jainism and Buddhism. This sound symbolizes the manifestation and 

vibration of the Divine; how is the syllable pronounced?
OM or AUM

39
What was the name of the King of Poland and Grand Duke of Lithuania who in 1683 came to the aid 

of Vienna and hindered the Turks from taking the city? The Turks dubbed him the "Lion of Lechistan".

JOHN/JAN III SOBIESKI (accept 

SOBIESKI alone or JOHN/JAN 

III)

40

Which, somewhat unusual, ritual do boys of the Sambia tribe and Baruyaku culture have to perform 

for the tribe's elder bachelors to become fertile? Both cultures are located in Papua New Guinea, and 

this practice goes on from the boys are about 7 years old until they reach puberty.

FELLATIO, BLOWJOB or 

equivalents

Total score:



1

What is the stage name of Stefani Joanne Angelina 

Germanotta, who has released the albums The Fame 

and The Fame Monster ?

LADY GAGA

2 Who composed the operas La gazza ladra  and Il barbiere di Siviglia? Gioachino ROSSINI

3
In 2006, 2007 and 2008 respectively, the three brothers Damian, Ziggy and Stephen Marley all won 

Grammies for the best album of what genre?
REGGAE

4
Which country does the currently Australian Nobel-winning author J. M. Coetzee originally come 

from?
SOUTH AFRICA

5 From which Hitchcock movie is this image taken? VERTIGO

6 What term is used for the words of an opera, operetta, musical or oratorio? LIBRETTO

7
Which Greek prefix is placed in front of "theatre" to describe an outdoor theatre with seating around 

all or most of the low-lying stage?
AMPHI

8 What is the name of the female Colombian artist who over the last eight years has had hits such as 

"Whenever Wherever", "Underneath Your Clothes", "Hips Don't Lie" and "She Wolf"? SHAKIRA

9
Which Greek word meaning "dancewriting" is used for composing the sequence of movements in 

dance?
CHOREOGRAPHY

10

From which country is this metal group, who 

somewhat surprisingly won the 2007 

Eurovision Song Contest?

FINLAND

11 Which French philosopher is mentioned in Monty Python's "Philosophers Song"? René DESCARTES

12 Who is the singer of the electronica-based band or project The Fireman? Paul MCCARTNEY

13

When the first sequel appeared in 1991, written by Alexandra Ripley, it met with much attention but 

mediocre reviews. Sequel number two, also authorized, but written by Donald McCaig, appeared in 

2007, and was somewhat less anticipated. To which 1937 novel, made into a film two years later, are 

these the sequels?

GONE WITH THE WIND

14
Which of the Marx Brothers never said a word in the films they appeared in together? Give his first 

name as credited in the films.
HARPO

15

What is the name of this Austrian actor, who 

has received praise and attention for his role 

as a Jew-persecuting officer in Quentin 

Tarantino's film Inglourious Basterds ?

Christoph WALTZ

16 Which instrument is Glenn Miller most famous for playing? TROMBONE

17
What is the name of the national film award of France, named after the first name of the sculptor 

Baldaccini?
CÉSAR award
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18
What is the name of the traditional Polish dance of which Frédéric Chopin composed 58 over the 

years 1825-1849, and which also gives its rhythm to Poland's national anthem?
MAZURKA or MAZUREK

19

This song was first performed on film as early as in 1929 in the film Hollywood Revue,  sung by Cliff 

Edward, known as Ukulele Ike. The song was later sung by several others, but the best-known version 

is sung by Gene Kelly, in a 1952 musical film of the same title as the song. Which title?

SINGIN' IN THE RAIN

20
To which organization do the heroes of D. W. Griffith's 1915 film The Birth of a Nation  belong? At its 

height in the 1920s, the organization had between 4 and 5 million members in the USA.
KU KLUX KLAN

21
What is the five-letter name of the multimedia software developed by Adobe – and previously 

Macromedia – commonly used for streaming and distributing entertainment like video and games 

over the Internet, usually using a plugin in a web browser or on a mobile phone? FLASH

22

This literary/cultural award is given every three years, and is not restricted to literary writers, as it has 

been awarded to e.g. Albert Schweitzer and Walter Gropius. It is however named after a writer, and is 

given on his birthday, in Frankfurt on the 28th of August. The name of the award or writer?

GOETHE award

23
No Sleep 'til Hammersmith  is a famous 1981 live album, and "No Sleep Till Brooklyn" is a single from a 

famous 1986 album. Name ONE of the two bands responsible.
MOTÖRHEAD or BEASTIE BOYS

24
On 25 May every year, fans of Douglas Adams around the world honour him by carrying around a very 

useful item all day. Which item?
TOWEL

25 In which novel do we meet Jean Valjean? LES MISÉRABLES

26

Which poem was written by Eugène Pottier in 1871 and set to music by Pierre De Geyter in 1888? The 

tune and the lyrics, translated to another language, was the de facto  national anthem of a country for 

decades.

THE INTERNATIONALE

27

What is the name of the 2009 South African science fiction movie directed by Neill Blomkamp that is 

based on the short film Alive in Joburg  from 2005? The film treats themes like xenophobia and social 

segregation. Its title is a direct reference to Cape Town during the time of apartheid, and the basic 

premise of the film is inspired by events there.

DISTRICT 9

28

What is the term for a vocal composition with instrumental accompaniment, usually in several 

movements, examples of which include about 200 surviving works by J.S. Bach? Often they start with 

an instrumental movement followed by a number of solo arias and choruses, before ending with a 

chorale.

CANTATA

29
Which non-French film director made the silent classic La Passion de Jeanne d'Arc  in France in 1928, 

with Renée Jeanne Falconetti in the title role?
Carl Th. DREYER

30

What is the name of this radio and television 

personality, who in a few years has become 

a leading voice of conservative Americans 

and gained millions of supporters? He has also 

written several bestselling books, among them 

this one, Arguing with Idiots.

Glenn BECK

31

Only two films have been awarded both the Oscar for best film and the highest prize at the Cannes 

film festival (incudes both Grand Prix du Festival International du Film and Palme d'Or). Name the 

title of ONE of the two.

The LOST WEEKEND (1945) or 

MARTY (1955)

32
What is the name of the New York-based band which has released the two albums All Hour Cymbals 

(2007) and Odd Blood  (2010)?
YEASAYER

33

Which title was given to the recording of the improvised jam session that took place in the Sun 

Studios on 4 December 1956? The musicians who took part were Elvis Presley, Jerry Lee Lewis, Carl 

Perkins and Johnny Cash.

MILLION DOLLAR QUARTET

34
What is the name of the poetic metre with lines of 12 syllables each that was the most important 

metre in French 17th century literature, and which has also been much used in other countries and 

periods? An example is Baudelaire's line "Mon cœur, comme un oiseau,// voltigeait tout joyeux". ALEXANDRINE

35

Having his nickname from a sort of projectile, what was the surname of the jazz saxophonist who 

played alongside John Coltrane on Miles Davis' classic album Kind of Blue , and whose own famous 

albums include Somethin' Else  from 1958?

"Cannonball" ADDERLEY

36
Which pair of brothers are the title characters in Arnold Schoenberg's twelve-tone opera which was 

unfinished when the composer died in 1951? MOSES and ARON

37

What is the name of the musician and actor from Panama who has been successful as a salsa artist, 

and made records with Lou Reed and Elvis Costello? His album Siembra  (1978) is the best-selling salsa 

album in history, with over 25 million copies sold. He is educated in law at Harvard, and has run for 

President of Panama. From 2004 to 2009 he was the country's Minister of Tourism.

Ruben BLADES



38

What is the name of the French music hall that 

flourished from the 1890s to the 1920s, but 

which is still in existence? Josephine Baker 

caused a sensation here with her banana

dance in 1926, and in this Édouard Manet 

painting, which has the name of the 

establishment in its title, we see one of the 

barmaids working there.

FOLIES BERGÈRE

39 Which Polish writer became famous for the surrealist novel Ferdydurke ? Witold GOMBROWICZ

40

The first electric guitar produced was constructed 

by George Beauchamp and had the nickname 

"The Frying Pan". Which company produced it?

RICKENBACKER

Total score:



1 Whose nose, along with some teeth, was broken by Massimo Tartaglia in December 2009? Silvio BERLUSCONI

2
What is the name of the file-sharing web site for which the Swedish site operators Peter Sunde, 

Fredrik Neij, Carl Lundström and Gottfried Svartholm received prison sentences in 2009?
PIRATE BAY

3
What is the term for cells which are not yet fully specialized and still have the potential to develop 

into various types of cells?
STEM cells

4
In the name of which furniture giant with 2009 sales of € 22700 million do two of the letters in the 

name stand for the parish Agunnaryd and the farm Elmtaryd, where the founder grew up?
IKEA

5
From a Spanish/Romance word for "mixed", which word is used to denote people of mixed European 

and American Indian ancestry?
MESTIZO

6
Which car manufacturing company – the world's largest – has recently had to recall millions of 

vehicles due to faults with the accelerator pedals?
TOYOTA

7
What is the name of the American company that makes the chewing-gum brands Doublemint, Juicy 

Fruit and Orbit?
WRIGLEY's

8 The world's five largest newspapers by circulation are all from the same country. Which country? JAPAN

9
Which comic-strip character with one or two anchor tattoos, portrayed on film by Robin Williams, 

first appeared in the daily King Features strip Thimble Theatre  on 17 January 1929?
POPEYE

10
In Norway he lives in Drøbak, in Sweden in Mora, in Denmark on Greenland near Uummannaq and in 

Finland in Rovaniemi – despite being a Canadian citizen according to Canadians. Who?

SANTA CLAUS / FATHER 

CHRISTMAS (accept 

equivalents)

11

Which brand of cognac is the world's most sold, 

with around 40% of sales? (By "brand" we mean 

e.g. "Johnny Walker", not "Johnny Walker 

Red Label".)

HENNESSY

12
This is Bo, the First Dog, i.e. the dog of the Obama family. 

Of which breed, with a nationality in the name, is Bo?

PORTUGUESE WATER SPANIEL 

or PORTUGUESE WATER DOG. 

(The words 

PORTUGUESE/PORTUGAL and 

WATER are required.)

13 With which female writer did Frédéric Chopin have a ten year long relationship?

George SAND (also accept the 

real name DUPIN and the 

nobility name DUDEVANT)

14
From the Chinese for "wind and water", what is the name of the ancient Chinese practice of 

arranging living quarters in a way that harmonizes with the environment?
FENG SHUI

15

Which American manufacturer of these very popular 

earphones shares its name with 

a speed-skater who won three gold medals in a 

single Olympic Games?

KOSS

16

In 1975, 37 years after they created this iconic superhero and after many battles in court, Jerry Siegel 

and Joe Shuster were finally awarded a yearly 20,000 US from Warner for the rest of their lives, along 

with a promise that they would be credited as creators on all comics, TV episodes and movies. Which 

superhero did they create?

SUPERMAN
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17

What is the name of the French designer born 1949 who 

is especially well-known for designing everyday products, 

not least this citrus press from Alessi?

Philippe STARCK

18 From which animal is the Italian pancetta  made? PIG, PORK, HOG or equivalent

19

Which word starting with D is used for the heart-starting device that works by giving a dose of 

electrical energy to patients suffering cardiac arrest or arrhythmia? It can be used by non-medical 

personnel, and is common in ambulances.

DEFIBRILLATOR

20 Who is the main subject of the documentary movie This Is It  from 2009? Michael JACKSON

21

Which geographical region is referred to in the term used by the German anthropologist Johann 

Friedrich Blumenbach as a term for the race of light-skinned people? Today, it is primarily used in 

Anglophone countries.

CAUCASUS

22
Which country is the only major producer of the plants rooibos and honeybush, both used in a 

manner similar to tea?
SOUTH AFRICA

23

What is the name of this French model, who has also 

played in several movies, and who in 1999 was chosen 

to model for the bust of Marianne, the allegorical 

symbol of the French Republic?

Laetitia CASTA

24

What is the name of the protein present in wheat, barley, rye, spelt, emmer wheat and einkorn that 

helps yeast-based dough to raise? People with coeliac disease are allergic to it, and have to use flour 

without this protein.

GLUTEN

25

What is the name of the American magazine covering music, politics and popular culture that was 

founded by Jann Wenner in 1967? Wenner is still editor and publisher of the magazine, which is 

named after a 1948 Muddy Waters song, not  after a 1965 Bob Dylan song or a very famous British 

band.

ROLLING STONE

26

Which American company with headquarters in Greenwood Village, Colorado, and offices in 240 

countries and territories has specialized in international money transactions? Earlier, the company 

was best known for its telegram services.

WESTERN UNION

27
Which English-language term relating to a bird, also the title of a 1969 single by the Plastic Ono Band, 

means suddenly quitting an addiction, most often used in the context of drug addictions?
COLD TURKEY

28

What is the name of the German electronics company that has gained a reputation as one of the 

leading in the field of car stereos, and which was named "Ideal" until in 1938 it named itself after the 

coloured dot painted on products that had passed quality control?

BLAUPUNKT

29

In alchemy, what is the name of the legendary substance that could turn lead in to gold, as well as be 

the source of the "elixir of life" that could make people younger and postpone death? The name is a 

part of the title of the first of a series of novels that has sold 400 million copies in total worldwide.

The PHILOSOPHER'S STONE

30

What is the name of this Disney character, who alongside 

John D. Rockerduck is one of Scrooge McDuck's fiercest 

rivals? He has been titled "The  Second-Richest Duck", 

and this was also the title of the 1956 story in which he 

first appeared.

Flintheart GLOMGOLD

31

Which Swiss mountain was the chemistry student Franz Greiter climbing in 1938, when he got a 

severe sunburn, giving him the idea of developing a protective cream? This sunscreen was named 

after the mountain, and the company, which also introduced the sun protection factor, still has the 

same name.

PIZ BUIN

32

Which western magazine was the first to be issued both in the Soviet Union (1987) and in China 

(1994)? The magazine was founded in 1949 in Germany, comes out in 89 countries, and is a fashion 

magazine with patterns to all garments being presented.

BURDA Fashion



33

What is the title of the documentary about an out-of-work musician who sets himself the goal of 

beating Billy Mitchell's 25 year old record in the arcade game Donkey Kong ? The film had the subtitle 

A Fistful of Quarters  and has been a cult hit at alternative film festivals after its 2007 premiere.

The KING OF KONG

34

With a fat content of about 75%, this is the fattiest 

nut known. Named after an Australian botanist, what 

is the name of the nut, which grows naturally in 

eastern Indonesia, on New Caledonia and on Sulawesi?

MACADAMIA nut

35

Called "The Fragonard of Shoes", what was the name of the 

French designer who made luxury shoes, among them those 

used by Queen Elizabeth II at her 1953 coronation? He then 

designed shoes for the fashion house Christian Dior from 1953 

to 1963, and in this period invented what he is best known 

for: the stiletto heel.

Roger VIVIER

36

What is the name of the Hispanic gang in the USA that is regarded as the country's oldest, with roots 

back to the forties? It started in Chicago, founded by Puerto Ricans, and has branched off to New 

York. It is assumed to have several tens of thousands members worldwide.

LATIN KINGS

37

This manga was first released in 1970, and is a multi-volume series 

about Ogami Itto, the dishonoured executioner of the Shogun, and 

his three year old son Daigoro. It became immensely popular, and 

the entire series consists of over 8,700 drawn pages. What is the 

name of this influential manga, which has also spawned several 

movies and a couple of TV series?

LONE WOLF AND CUB / 

KOZURE OKAMI

38

What is the name of the Japanese stoneware that is traditionally 

used for tea ceremonies, usually in the form of tea bowls? The 

word literally means "enjoyment" or "ease", and the ware is 

usually hand-shaped without using a wheel. According to 

tradition, Chojiro, the first master of the craft, came to Japan 

from Korea in the 16th century, and it was popularized in the 

West in the 1960s by the American Paul Soldner.

RAKU ware

39

Probably the most popular "pet shrimp", what is the trade name of the animal that since the 1960 

has been sold to American and British children, initially under the name "Instant Life"? The eggs of 

this crustacean assume a natural state of suspended animation, which is broken within minutes when 

they are dropped into water with certain chemicals. The animal is visible within about 5 days and can 

grow to 2 cm in a year. The trade name we want is due to its playful behaviour, which can lead the 

thoughts to a different animal.

SEA-MONKEYS

40

What is the name of this 1950s sex symbol who was one of 

the three M's (Mamie, Monroe and Mansfield)? Born 1931, 

her original name is Joan Lucille Olander, but got the first 

name Mamie after the wife of president Eisenhower, who 

was inaugurated on the day she signed her contract. Since 

her time as an actress, she has had a string of cosmetic 

operations and implantations, and in this 2007 picture she 

is 76 years old.

Mamie Van DOREN

Total score:





1 What are cirrus, cirrucumulus, cirrostratus, stratocumulus and altocumulus undulatus examples of? CLOUDS

2 What is the name of the layer below the earth's crust, but enveloping the core? MANTLE

3
In physics, what is the word for the elementary particle that can be regarded as a "particle of light", 

or more precisely a quantum for electromagnetic radiation? PHOTON

4 What was the name of the first artificial satellite to orbit Earth? SPUTNIK (1)

5
Not counting regular water steam, which gas contributes most to man-made climate changes, and is 

foremost among the gases regulated by the Kyoto protocol?
CO2 or CARBON DIOXIDE

6 What are Steamboat, Grand, Giant, Giantess and Old Faithful examples of?
GEYSIRS (in Yellowstone 

National Park)

7 Name a continent where the puma lives in the wild.
AMERICA, also accept NORTH 

AMERICA or SOUTH AMERICA

8 What is the name for this form of communication? SEMAPHOR

9 Which -logy is the study of poisons? TOXICOLOGY

10 Golden Jubilee and Cullinan 1 are two of the world's biggest... what? DIAMONDS

11
From the mid-17th century, Ukrainian cossacks were known as left-bank or right-bank cossacks, 

indicating that they lived on different sides of which river, the third or fourth longest in Europe?
DNIEPR

12
What is the scientific word for a device measuring wind speed? More generally, in physics it is used 

for an instrument measuring the velocity of gases and fluids.
ANEMOMETER

13

What is the name of this edible mushroom, which are 

generally quite common in grocery stores? It has 

the exceptional medical property that it lowers the 

level of cholesterol, due to its high content of statins.

OYSTER MUSHROOM

14

30 years after the Wright brothers, the brothers George and William Besler were also airflight 

pioneers, using a kind of aircraft not running on regular aircraft fuel. What kind of engine did they 

use?

STEAM engine

15 Dynamics is the branch of physics dealing with the motion of objects when forces are applied. What is 

the name of the branch treating objects which are submitted to forces, but at rest? STATICS

16

Which word of Provençal origin is used for the cold, dry wind from the north through southeastern 

France that has given its name to a surface-to-air missile and a class of windsurfing boards, among 

other things? MISTRAL

17 Which element does quartz consist of in addition to oxygen?
SILICON

18

In the humanities, which -ism seeks to explain its fields of study (e.g. mythology) as a complex 

system of mutually dependent parts? It is generally considered to originate in the linguistic work of 

Ferdinand de Saussure (1857-1913), but among French intellectuals it was seen as having wider 

application, and it was modified and applied to other fields such as sociology, anthropology, 

psychology, psychoanalysis, literary theory and architecture.

STRUCTURALISM
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19

Which scientist, originally a German Freiherr  (1912-1977) 

was one of the developers of the V2 rockets, and became 

the leading rocket scientist of the United States after 

having been brought there after the war?

Wernher von BRAUN

20 Which natural phenomenon can be divided into types such as strato-, shield, fissure and tephra? VOLCANOES

21

For which medical procedure, a scientific breakthrough, are Patrick Steptoe and Robert Edwards 

particularly well known as developers? Their first successful execution of this procedure led to big 

news stories worldwide around 10 November 1978.

IN VITRO FERTILIZATION or 

TEST-TUBE FERTILIZATION or 

equivalents

22

Which  word, much used even outside mathematics, refers to the mathematical concept of a relation 

between two sets having the property that exactly one element of the second set is assigned to each 

element of the first set?

FUNCTION

23 What is the common name of the gas NH3? AMMONIAC

24

On which island or archipelago was the world's larges seed bank officially opened in 2008? It is built 

inside a mountain, designed to survive a nuclear war, and contains duplicates, i.e. surplus plant seeds 

from gene banks worldwide.

SPITSBERGEN or SVALBARD

25
The third lightest alkane, after methane and ethane, is often used in disposable cigarette lighters and 

has the chemical formula C3H8. What is its name?
BUTANE

26
Ignoring the tiny states of Monaco and the Vatican City, which European country has the lowest-lying 

highest point?
DENMARK

27
In mathematics, which word is used of a line standing at a right angle to another line or surface, and 

also as a synonym for "Gaussian" in the context of probability distributions?
NORMAL

28
Which major river originating in the northwestern Czech Republic runs through Hamburg before 

entering the North Sea?
ELBE

29
The llama, the vicuña and the guanaco are three of the four American members of the camel family. 

What is the name of the fourth species?
ALPACA

30 On which archipelago does the only iguana that dives for its food live? GALAPAGOS (marine iguana)

31
What is the name of Earth's largest confirmed meteorite crater? It is in South Africa, has a diameter 

of between 250 and 300 km, and is estimated to be more than 2000 million years old.
VREDEFORT Crater

32

What is the term for a type of neutron stars with extremely strong magnetic fields, first detected in 

1979 in the form of a powerful pulse of gamma rays hitting two Soviet spacecraft near Venus? 

Currently 13 such stars are known, each with a diameter less than 20 km but with greater mass than 

the Sun.

MAGNETAR

33
What is the name of the only person to have won both a Turing Award and a Nobel Prize? Both 

honours were achieved in the 1970s by this American, who died in 2001.
Herbert SIMON

34

The Mogok Valley was the world's primary source of rubies for centuries, and the country where the 

valley lies is still one of the leading ruby producers, with up to 90% of the world's production, 

according to some sources. Which country?

BURMA / MYANMAR

35

Named after a British genetician, what is the name of this 

diagram used to predict the result of a particular genetic 

crossing or breeding experiment?

PUNNETT diagram/square

36

What is the (common) name of the family to which 

this peculiar deep-water fish belongs? The head of 

this species, but not the rest of the body, is 

transparent, and the first live specimen was 

discovered in the Pacific Ocean in 2004.

BARRELEYE fish

37

In engineering, literature and thought experiments, what name is used for a very rare, expensive or 

physically impossible substance that is essential to fulfill a given design for a given application? This is 

the kind of substance that lay behind the conflict in the 2009 movie Avatar .

UNOBTAINIUM



38

Which family of plants (common name) is the largest measured by the number of species, and also 

the flowers generally having the smallest seeds among plants? One capsule can contain a million 

microscopic seeds, and vanilla belongs to this family.

ORCHID

39

In mathematics, what is the name of this formula for the derivative of a composite function?

The CHAIN RULE

40 Which capital city is very close to lying on the exact opposite spot on Earth from Madrid? WELLINGTON

Total score:



1 Of which organization is Sepp Blatter the head? FIFA

2 How long (in metres) is the shortest distance contested in Olympic swimming? 50 metres

3 In which card game can you play a contract of 7 NT redoubled? BRIDGE

4 How high above the water is the tallest platform in Olympic diving? 10 METRES

5 In sports, what does the organization WADA fight against?
DOPING

6
In which track and field (athletics) event, contested in the major championships, is the current world 

record 5.06? Please answer event and gender. POLE VAULT FOR WOMEN

7
What is the home country of Kenenisa Bekele, the runner who holds the 5000 m and 10000 m world 

records?
ETHIOPIA

8
In which sport (though mainly at the amateur level) do 

players sometimes use this kind of cart for transport?
GOLF

9
Which country has won the UEFA European Football Championships for men despite originally not 

having qualified for the main tournament?
DENMARK

10 Olympic wrestling for men is divided into freestyle and which other style? GRECO-ROMAN style

11
Of which object used in games is Varcor de Mexico the world's largest producer, with over 12 million 

units made daily? Games using these things include "Hundreds", "Fox and Geese" and "Ring-taw".
MARBLES

12
Olympic weightlifting consists of the lifts clean and jerk  and the snatch . Which third lift was a part of 

the competition until 1972, but not since?

CLEAN AND PRESS (may accept 

PRESS alone)

13 In which sport did the so-called "Battle of the Sexes" take place on 20 September 1973? TENNIS

14
MMA is currently regarded as the fastest growing sport in the world by popularity, but what does the 

abbreviation MMA stand for?
MIXED MARTIAL ARTS

15
Which Caribbean island nation took part in the bobsleigh competitions in the 1988, 1992 and 1994 

Winter Olympics, in 1994 taking a respectable 14th place ahead of the USA, Russia, Italy and France?
JAMAICA

16 Which company has been a sponsor of the Olympics since 1928? COCA-COLA

17 Which cyclist was nicknamed "Super Mario", and has won 42 stages in the Giro d'Italia? Mario CIPPOLINI

18

He is only 20 years old, but already has 32 ski-jumping World Cup victories (by 6 February), the 5th 

largest number ever, and only 14 behind the record-holder Matti Nykänen. What is the name of this 

remarkable young ski jumper, who won an event at the prestigious Four Hills Tournament 

(Vierschanzentournee ) at only 16 years of age?

Gregor SCHLIERENZAUER

19 In which city is the Kentucky Derby held? LOUISVILLE

20 How many players are there on a curling team (not counting substitutes and coaches)? 4

21
Which sport got its Olympic introduction in Albertville in 1992, and has been dominated by South 

Korea, with Koreans winning 17 of the 32 gold medals awarded from 1992 through 2006?

SHORT-TRACK speed skating 

(SHORT-TRACK is required, 

since speed-skating has been 

Olympic since 1924)

22 Of the 32 countries qualified for the 2010 FIFA World Cup, which country is the most populous? USA

23

In which team sport has the European men's Champions League been won by BM Ciudad Real three 

of the last four years, while the Danish teams Slagelse and Viborg between them have won the 

women's tournament five out of the last six years?

HANDBALL

24
In which one of the four Grand Slam tennis tournaments are tiebreaks used in the final set (fifth set 

for men, third for women)?
US OPEN

NORWEGIAN QUIZZING OPEN 2010

SPORT AND LEISURE                                             Quizzer's name: ______________________________



25
What is the name of this game, in which one player tries 

to guess a colour combination in as few attempts as possible?
MASTERMIND

26
What is the name of the martial art with dance/acrobatic 

elements that is considered a national sport of Brazil?
CAPOEIRA

27

What is the name of this 23 year old French footballer 

for Bordeaux who is being compared to Zinedine Zidane, 

and who was named Player of the Year in the 

French League in 2009?

Yoann GOURCUFF

28 Which country won the 2010 Africa Cup of Nations football tournament? EGYPT

29
What is the name of the family of various billiards games played on a table without pockets, where 

points are typically scored by using the cue ball to hit first the opponent's ball, then one's own ball?
CARAMBOLE or CAROM

30 In which alpine skiing event did Manfred Pranger win the 2009 World Championships? SLALOM

31

What is the title of series of video games you see a screenshot from here, the fifth and last game of 

which will appear for the PS3 in 2010? This so-called hack-and-slash action adventure is based on 

Greek mythology, and we follow the protagonist Kratos in the fight between Titans and Olympian 

Gods.

GOD OF WAR

32

When Babe Ruth retired in 1935, he had hit 714 career 

home runs. This record was not beaten until 1974, when 

this player for the Atlanta Braves set a new record that 

would stand until beaten by Barry Bonds in 2007. What 

is the name of this African-American sporting icon?

Hank AARON

33 In the 2008 Beijing Olympics, the equestrian competitions were held in a different city – which city? HONG KONG

34

What is the name of the 2004 railway-themed board game designed by Alan R. Moon that has won 

several international awards, among them the Origins Award for Best Board Game and the 2005 

Diana Jones Award? The title may remind you of The Beatles and/or snowboarding.

TICKET TO RIDE



35
In which fitness system is this device, 

dubbed a Cadillac, used?
PILATES

36

On 15 February 1961, USA's entire national team was killed in an aircrash at Brussel's Zaventem 

Airport. An effect of this was that the Americans, who had won nine medals at the 1956 and 1960 

Olympics in total (four gold, two silver, three bronze) only won hree medals in the two subsequent 

Games (a gold a silver and a bronze). In which sport?

FIGURE SKATING

37

What was the name of this Ukrainian-born Soviet chess player, 

who won the very first Interzonal tournament in 

Saltsjöbaden in Sweden in 1948? In 1951 he was very close 

to taking the World Champion title, when he played 12-12 

versus the reigning champion Botvinnik, and he is 

considered one of the very best players never to become 

World Champion.

David BRONSTEIN

38
In which track and field (athletics) event is Valerie Vili from New Zealand undefeated in major 

international championships (Olympics plus outdoor and indoor World Championships) since 2006?
SHOT PUT

39

Nicknamed "the Superbowl of Angling", this competition was first held at Lake Mead in 1971, and 

today is one of the most prestigious tournaments for professional sports fishers. The American Rick 

Clunn has taken part in this three-day competition 31 times and won 4, more than anyone else. It 

moves between different lakes, in 2010 to Lay Lake, and currently the winner takes  home over half a 

million dollars. What is the name of the tournament?

BASSMASTERS Classic

40

What was the four-letter ring name of the Pehlwani 

wrestler from today's Pakistan who is said to be the 

only undefeated wrestler for his whole career, which 

lasted over 50 years? He went to the West in 1910, 

and beat several of the best wrestlers there. Among 

them was Stanislaus Zbyszko, whom he pinned to the 

ground within a minute, holding him there for two 

and a half hours.

The Great GAMA

Total score:



1
In February, the president of which country announced that it was now a "nuclear state", having 

begun enrichment of uranium to a degree of 20%?
IRAN

2

What is the name of the style of architecture with its 

birthplace in France that is represented here by the 

Cathédrale Notre-Dame de Chartres?

GOTHIC

3
In which city is Burj Khalifa, the world's tallest building at 828 m, which previously was known by a 

name including the name of the city?
DUBAI

4 What is the name of New Zealand's only city with more than a million inhabitants? AUCKLAND

5 Which language is written with hiragana, katakana and kanji characters? JAPANESE

6 In farming, what is this machine used for? MILKING

7
From the Latin for "water" and "to lead", what is the name of the artificial channels used to transport 

water over distances in Roman times?
AQUADUCTs

8
Which country is the home of the companies Kaupthing and Glitnir, which were both among the 

country's largest, but which were both nationalized in 2008?

ICELAND (two of the biggest 

banks)

9 What is the name of Russia's largest airline, which was the national airline of the Soviet Union? AEROFLOT

10
What was the name of the German general (1838-1917) who is considered the foremost airship 

constructor of all times?
Ferdinand von ZEPPELIN

11
The Cyrillic letter B corresponds to which letter in the Latin alphabet in English, Norwegian, Finnish, 

Estonian and Dutch transliteration?
V

12 Out of the 94 départements into which mainland France is divided, 66 are named after... what? RIVERS

13 In which country of today was the ancient city of Troy almost certainly located? TURKEY

14 What is the official language of Andorra? CATALAN

15
In which field of science is the university Karolinska Institutet (formerly anglicized as Royal Caroline 

Institute) in the Stockholm area one of the world's best regarded?
MEDICINE

16
What is the name of the mobile-phone operating system based on a Linux kernel that is developed 

by Google and Open Handset Alliance?
ANDROID

17

Which name was given to the woman who Donald Johanson found in Hadar, Ethiopia 24 November 

1974? She was an Australopithecus afarensis  who lived about 3.2 million years ago, and is one of the 

earliest hominids ever found.

LUCY

18
Which secret society based at Yale University has had several US presidents as members, and 

allegedly owns Geronimo's cranium?
SKULL AND BONES

19

On 19 September 1987, Colin Pitchfork was arrested under suspicion of having killed two girls in 

Narborough, Leicestershire, on 21 November 1983 and 31 July 1986. He confessed, and was 

sentenced to life in jail in 1988. He was the first to be sentenced with the help of which type of 

evidence?

DNA evidence

20

The busiest port in Africa is called eThekwini in 

Zulu, and lies on South Africa's Indian Ocean 

coast. A popular tourist destination, particularly 

for domestic travellers, what is its name?

DURBAN

NORWEGIAN QUIZZING OPEN 2010

CIVILISATION                                                        Quizzer's name: ______________________________



21
Of which nitrogen-rich fluid did the Indian Prime Minister Morarji Desai somewhat unconventionally 

drink a pint every morning on therapeutic grounds?
(His own) URINE

22
Which of the Arabic countries in Asia is the poorest, with a GDP per capita that is about half of that 

of Syria in second-last place? YEMEN

23
In January 2010, China became the country in the world with the largest exports, measured in dollars 

paid. Which country was number one until then, and is still number two with some margin?
GERMANY

24 In which current country is the historical region Courland? LATVIA

25
Which country has the majority of speakers of Marathi, a language spoken by about 95 million 

people, and by 70 million of them as first language?
INDIA

26 Which former Soviet republic has the hryvnia as its currency? UKRAINE

27

What is the model name of the Honda moped (Honda C100 

or Honda C50) that is the best-selling powered vehicle

in the world, with over 60 million sold?

SUPER CUB

28 Which group of people holds the power in a plutocracy?
The RICH or WEALTHY or 

synonyms

29
Which country is the most sparsely populated in the Americas, with just 3.2 inhabitants per square 

kilometre?
SURINAME

30

Which word is the common name of the first airplane to fly nonstop around the world without 

refueling, two unmanned space probes launched in 1977, a minivan made by Chrysler, and a TV series 

set in the Star Trek universe?

VOYAGER

31

This picture shows the remains of Rome's oldest 

stone bridge. Today, only this middle-section 

arch stands in the Tiber, after the eastern part 

was washed away by a flood in 1598 and the 

western part destroyed in the 1880s. What is the 

bridge (or remains) called today?

PONTE ROTTO or PONS 

AEMILIUS

32

What is the name of the architect who designed 

this house for his mother, and who with his wife 

Denise Scott Brown criticized functionalism and 

laid the basis for post-modern architecture? He is 

known for the quote "Less is bore", a reply to 

Mies van der Rohe's modernist dictum 

"Less is more".

Robert VENTURI

33

In Greek mythology, Colchis was the home of Aeëtes and Medea, it was the destination of the 

Argonauts, and possibly also the home of the Amazons. But in which country of today was this 

ancient kingdom located?

GEORGIA

34

Formerly marketed in the West under the name 

Yugo, what is the name of the Serbian car 

manufacturer who since 1955 has made Fiat-based 

models for the Eastern European market?

ZASTAVA

35

Which economics model is most widely used in macroeconomic textbooks? The model built on 

Keynes and was developed in 1936 by John Hicks and Alvin Hansen among others. The model is 

referred to by a four-letter abbreviation with a hyphen or a slash in the middle; please give this 

abbreviation as answer.

IS/LM (accept those letters in 

correct order)

36 What is the name of Pakistan's largest province by area? BALOCHISTAN

37

Maps are an old invention, and in Medieval times a particular type of nautical chart existed, drawn 

with ink on vellum (prepared animal skins). They originated around 1300 in Italy and Spain; what are 

these maps or charts called?

PORTOLAN

38 China has three stock exchanges, based in Hong Kong, Shanghai and which third city? SHENZEN

39

What is the name of the admiral who led the second Russian circumnavigation? During this 

expedition, he discovered Peter I Island, and was possibly the first human to see Antarctica. An island 

in the South Sandwich Islands is named after him.

Fabian Gottlieb von 

BELLINGSHAUSEN



40

What is the name of the Nigerian people who are (probably) 

the only known people using a chromatic alphabet? The 

writing, of which you see an example here, is based on a 

combination of colours and glyphs.

EDO

Total score:


